
Has the candidate ever 
been a Direct Construction 

Supervisor I?

Does the candidate have 
two years of experience in 
state service performing 

duties equivalent to a 
Supervisor of Building 
Trades or Restoration 

Supervisor I?

This candidate 
may be eligible for 

appointment.

YES
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Has the candidate 
completed 60 semester 

units of college courses with 
major work in architecture, 

engineering, or a related 
field?

This candidate is 
most likely not 

eligible for 
appointment.

Does the candidate have 
five years of experience as a 
California licensed general 

building or engineering 
contractor, supervising 

construction or alteration of 
major buildings, such as 

schools, hospitals or other 
large buildings?

Does the candidate have 
five years of experience as a 

fulltime construction 
superintendent on 

buildings, such as schools, 
hospitals or other large 

buildings?

NO

YES

NO NO

NO

NO

YES

This candidate 
may be eligible for 

appointment.

Please instruct the 
candidate to bring 

a copy of their 
degree(s) (or 

transcripts) to the 
interview.

YES YES

Additional qualifying experience may be 
substituted for the required education on a 

year by year basis.

With that, does the candidate have additional 
qualifying experience equivalent to 60 

semester units of college courses?

NOYES

Has the candidate ever been a Direct Construction Supervisor 1? If yes, This candidate may be eligible for appointment. If no, Does the candidate have 
two years of experience in state service performing duties equivalent to a Supervisor of Building Trades or Restoration Supervisor 1? If yes, This 
candidate may be eligible for appointment. If no, Does the candidate have five years of experience as a California licensed general building or 
engineering contractor, supervising construction or alteration of major buildings, such as schools, hospitals or other large buildings or five years of 
experience as a full-time construction superintendent on buildings, such as schools, hospitals or other large buildings? If no, This candidate is most likely 
not eligible for appointment. If yes, Has the candidate completed 60 semester units of college courses with major work in architecture, engineering, or a 
related field? Additional qualifying experience may be substituted for the required education on a year by year basis. With that, does the candidate 
have additional qualifying experience equivalent to 60 semester units of college courses? If yes, This candidate may be eligible for appointment. Please 
instruct the candidate to bring a copy of their degree or official transcripts to the interview. If no, This candidate is most likely not eligible for 
appointment.
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